
Visual Reference for Beginning German
Grammar: Speak German in 90 Days
Learning German can be a daunting task, especially if you're a beginner.
The grammar can seem complex and confusing, with its complex verb
conjugations and intricate sentence structure. But it doesn't have to be that
way.

This visual reference is designed to help you learn German grammar in a
simple and easy-to-understand way. With its clear explanations and helpful
diagrams, you'll be able to master the basics of German grammar in no
time.
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Chapter 1: The Basics of German Grammar

This chapter covers the basics of German grammar, including:

The German alphabet
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German pronunciation

Basic German sentence structure

The different parts of speech in German

German verb conjugation

Chapter 2: Nouns and Articles

This chapter covers German nouns and articles, including:

The different types of German nouns

The German article system

How to use the correct articles with German nouns

German noun declension

Chapter 3: Adjectives and Adverbs

This chapter covers German adjectives and adverbs, including:

The different types of German adjectives

How to use German adjectives

The different types of German adverbs

How to use German adverbs

Chapter 4: Verbs

This chapter covers German verbs, including:

The different types of German verbs



German verb conjugation

How to use German verbs in a sentence

The different tenses of German verbs

Chapter 5: Prepositions and Conjunctions

This chapter covers German prepositions and conjunctions, including:

The different types of German prepositions

How to use German prepositions

The different types of German conjunctions

How to use German conjunctions

Chapter 6: Word Order

This chapter covers German word order, including:

The basic rules of German word order

Exceptions to the basic rules of German word order

How to use German word order to create different types of sentences

Chapter 7: Putting It All Together

This chapter shows you how to put all of the grammar you've learned so far
together to create complete German sentences. You'll learn how to:

Use German grammar to express different ideas

Create complex German sentences



Avoid common German grammar mistakes

90-Day Plan to Fluency

In addition to the grammar reference, this book also includes a 90-day plan
to fluency. This plan will help you to learn German grammar in a structured
and efficient way. By following the plan, you'll be able to speak German
confidently in just 90 days.

This visual reference is a comprehensive guide to German grammar for
beginners. With its clear explanations and helpful diagrams, you'll be able
to master the basics of German grammar in no time. And with the 90-day
plan to fluency, you'll be speaking German confidently in just 90 days.

About the Author

Dr. Heidi Winn is a professor of German at the University of California,
Berkeley. She has been teaching German for over 20 years and is the
author of several books on German language and culture.

Dr. Winn is passionate about helping students learn German. She believes
that German is a beautiful and expressive language that can open doors to
new opportunities. She is committed to providing her students with the best
possible learning experience.
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Hormones play a vital role in our overall health and well-being. They
regulate everything from our metabolism and digestion to our sleep
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